
EZ-GAZ™

Visibility, control, savings for gas

Airgas.com

Make gas supply easy

Managing gas supply is a small part of your overall operation, 
however, it can be time consuming. Your daily challenges 
may include estimating how much gas is left in your tank and 
when to reorder, overstocking or exchanging early to avoid 
runouts, and spending too much time manually tracking gas 
levels and switching-out cylinders. All of these routine tasks 
prevent you from focusing on your core activities, while 
adding substantial waste and unnecessary costs. 

As part of the Airgas Supply Chain Solutions, EZ-GAZ is a 
new and unique digital gas monitoring service that helps you 
optimize and monitor your gas supply—get peace of mind 
with simply knowing what you have now and when you need 
more.

 

•  Reduce run-out risks and rush delivery 
costs with real time gas monitoring and 
low-pressure alerts

•  Minimize valuable time and personnel  
resources spent on point-of-use  
gas pressure monitoring and order  
management 

•  Avoid gas waste and enhance operational 
performance with optimized gas supply 
modes and equipment upgrades  
engineered by our experts 

•  Improve forecasting using the EZ-GAZ 
digital platform to follow the evolution  
of your gas consumption
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Know how much gas you have and when you'll need more
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Monitor gas content levels in real-time and at your convenience

•  Get instant and accurate gas content data

•  Reduce frequency of pressure checks on cylinders and tanks

•  Avoid unnecessary field inspections with remote online contents visibility

Get automatic alerts when your preset gas pressure level is detected,  
no matter where you are

• Simplify gas ordering and replenishment on Airgas.com

•  Improve inventory management with accurate change out forecasting and reliable supply

• Limit gas waste with improved supply solutions

Optimize your gas supply and delivery equipment for your operation

•  Tap into Airgas expertise to determine the best supply mode and equipment: cylinders, packs,  
MicroBulk and bulk tanks, and more

•  Multiple configurations are available for cylinders—from single to packs with automatic changeover  
panels. Custom configurations increase safety, reduce waste and minimize changeouts. Systems 
can be fully configured on regulators and changeover manifolds before arriving at your operation  

Access gas pressure levels throughout your installation, wherever  
and whenever

•   Identify excess gas use and address operational issues with accurate usage and consumption 
data using the secure Airgas portal

How EZ-GAZ works 
Installation of EZ-GAZ is simple and quick—this digital system requires no wiring and is compliant with current 
FCC regulations and codes. Once installed, your data is safely collected and securely transmitted to your account,  
with real-time access that immediately improves the way you manage your gas supply. 

Get gas delivered  
to your site

Transmit your gas 
data securely

Login to Airgas.com 
to place order

Receive alert   
notifications and  
view data online

Measure the pressure 
of your gas supply




